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Abstract: Electric field seems to be a main driver which disturbs ionosphere prior to large earthquake.
The problem is where and how the electric field is generated. First part of this paper, we present data
observed with US satellite, Dynamic Explorer 2 (DE-2) which is used to discuss our idea on the
generation of electric field. We propose here that electric field is originally dynamo field which appears
around 100 km. It only enhances around the epicenter region. That is, during daytime the eastward
electric field is enhanced, while during nigh time, westward electric field is enhanced. As a result of
enhanced eastward/westward electric field, plasma density over the geomagnetic equator increases both
day and night time. During day time, plasma is lifted to higher altitude, causing plasma density increase
because of its less recombination with neutral particles. At the same time, magnetic flux tube is filled by
the plasma. During night time plasma which is lifted up during daytime is pushed down. This process
causes increase of plasma density around F region and topside ionosphere. In high latitude, night time
enhancement of F region plasma density is more clearly observed because plasma which is stored in the
large magnetic flux tube is continuously supplied. Although the mechanism of the enhanced dynamo
field is not so clear, we suggest that internal gravity wave of small amplitude which is generated before
large earthquake nonlinearly interacts with planetary scale wave, and is amplified. The internal gravity
thus amplified enhances the dynamo electric field and /or neutral density at dynamo region as well as F
region.
1. Satellite data analysis
The paper is a continuation of the first paper [Oyama et al, 2016], which reports the outcome from
ionosphere precursor study group (IPSG) conducted in 2015-2016. As the first paper does not discuss in
detail on the electric field, we concentrate to discuss the electric field which is one of the most probable
source to disturb ionosphere before large earthquake by using O+ density and Plasma drift measured with
US satellite ,DE-2 .
* The manuscript will be submitted to refereed Journal after the major revision
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2.DE -2 data, Precursor Ionization Anomaly
Dynamic explorer satellite DE-2 was in orbit during August 13 1981, and February 19 1983. Inclination
of the satellite orbit is 89.99˚, and perigee and apogee heights are 309-1012 Km respectively. The
ionosphere which were measured are electron density Ne, electron temperature Te, ion composition such
as O+, M+ (molecular ions), ion temperature Ti, plasma drift velocity of 3 components, neutral density,
wind, and temperature . Basically a royal road to find the special feature associated with large(M>6-7)
earthquake is to first construct model by using data observed, and then to find the deviation of ionosphere
parameter from the model. The model needs to include local time, latitude longitude, season, and height
as basis input parameter at least. No so much effort has been conducted so far to include the effect of
geomagnetic disturbance on the ionosphere. If the satellite takes a circular orbit, satellite height does not
need to be parameterized. Data obtained by DE-2 satellite was not proper because of the two reasons: the
eccentric orbit of the satellite, and scarce data in lower latitude region where earthquake often occurs
because main objective of the DE-2 mission was to study high latitude region. Therefore we tried to find
the earthquake case for which clear feature related to earthquake is identified at -300km. As a result only
two earthquakes were studied deeply. Basic information of the two earthquakes are 16 Oct.1981, 33.1˚N/-73.1˚E, Ms=7.5, D=33km, and 7 June 1981, 16.6˚N, -96.15˚E, Ms=7, D=33.8km. The information
are obtained from USGS website http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/search/ .
Fig.1 shows O+ density along satellite orbit from 5 days before to earthquake day for the EQ 16
Oct.1981, -33.1˚N/-73.1˚E, Ms=7.5, D=33km [Oyama et al., 2011]. The DE-2 satellite flew from southern
to northern hemisphere. One minimum exists at around geomagnetic equator as black arrow in the 2nd ,
3rd and 4th (12th ,13rd , and 14th October) shows. The first minimum corresponds to a trough of Equator
Ionization Anomaly (EIA). The second minimum (marked by a red arrow) is seen near the epicenter on
the 1st, 2nd , and 3rd (grey color line) panel. The 4th panel ( 2 days before the earthquake) is special; at high
latitude in southern hemisphere O+ density is lower than compared with those of other panels ,which is
considered due to the atmosphere heating caused by energetic particles. AU and AL index show intense
disturbance 2 days before. On the 15th and 16th, only one minimum appears around the epicenter latitude.
In most of the satellite passes two minima are identified. When the epicenter is far from geomagnetic
equator, three minima appear. For example satellite pass drawn by black color in the 3rd panel ( the 13th
Oct) shows the third minimum at the latitude of -27˚ between two minima at the latitudes of -36˚, and -7˚
respectively as are marked by vertical straight lines.
The mechanism of the 2nd minimum generation is the same as for EIA, because upward plasma drift
prevails around the epicenter as we show later by Electric field measurement . That is, plasma is lifted up
by the eastward natural electric field, and the lifted plasma flows along the geomagnetic line of force
(Fountain effect) . We think that the feature which is similar to EIA happens over the epicenter . Because
of the similarity with EIA, we named the earthquake releated feature as Precursor Ionization Anomaly
(PIA).
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;
Fig.1 Atomic ion oxygen density along the satellite orbit measured by DE-2 satellite for the earthquake
16 Oct.1981, -33.1˚N/-73.1˚E, Ms=7.5, D=33km [Oyama et al.,2011]. From the top to below, atomic ion
density along the satellite orbit is shown for 5 days, 4 days , 3 days , 2 days and 1 days and earthquake
day. Cross and star symbols show magnetic equator, and epicenter respectively. Black and grey curves at
each panel show the atomic oxygen ion density along different orbit. Red arrow show the minimum
which is close to the epicenter, while black arrow shows the minimum near the geomagnetic
equator.Three vertical line on 13 Oct.(3rd panel from the top) shows the positions of 3 minima for the
orbit of -37.6˚N.

Fig.2 Upper panel :location of two(three) minima of O+ density[ Oyama et al., 2011]. Lower panel
shows the reduction of O+ density versus longitude. A star indicates the epicenter. Number on the right
side of the data are days from the earthquake day. Number which has minus sign shows before earthquake.
Data which were measured on the same day are connected by dashed line. Black line which connects the
3
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data on 6 and 3 days before and 3 days after is drawn to show a general feature: the maximum reduction
of O+ occurs around the epicenter.
Fig.2 shows the location of the epicenter and the day of earthquake. In the upper panel two minima
merges at one place, that is, the epicenter. The lower panel indicates the ratio of O+ density at the
minimum to O+ of ambient plasma with regard to longitude.
The maximum reduction of O+ is about 20 %. These two figures shows that by plotting the location of
minimum, and the reduction of O+ density , the location of the epicenter can be identified. It is noted that
O+ density does not reduce continuously toward earthquake day: one day it is high, and another day it is
low. The minimum of molecular ions, most probably NO+ ion shows the similar feature.
Fig.3 shows the location shifting of the two (three) minima versus days from the earthquake day. The
first minimum (trough of EIA, red circle) appears at lower latitude, and another minimum (2nd minimum)
appears over the epicenter.

Fig.3 Geographic location of the 1, 2nd and 3rd minima of O+ density versus days day from 1 October to
31 st October. A minimum which first appears around equatorial region and another minimum which
appears around the epicenter are marked by red circle. Black circle shows the 3rd minimum which appears
between the two minimum.
As Fig.3 shows, the first minimum approaches to the second minimum as earthquake day is closer, that
is EIA trough moves toward the epicenter position, and it finally merges into the epicenter on the
earthquake day. During 11 October and 16 October, 3 minima appear. Black points surrounded by an
black oval shows the 3rd minimum before the earthquake. Right after the earthquake, EIA related
minimum (blue points surrounded by a black box) suddenly moves back toward the geomagnetic equator
(being separated from the 2nd minimum colored by red circle). Between 17th- 20th October, 3rd minimum
(black circle surrounded by black box) appears. The figure shows that the days of earthquake is a day
when two minima merge.
Another 2 earthquakes occurred on the same day at nearly the same location on June 6 1981:First one at
06:5233, 16.467 N, and 98.293W, with M=6.9, and Depth of 8.3 km, and the second occurred at 10:59:39 at
16.519N, and 98.346 W with Ms of 6.9, and the depth of 18.2km. As two earthquakes occurred on the same
days and nearly at the same place, the effect of these two earthquakes on the ionosphere can’t be distinguished.
Behavior of O+ along the satellite orbits which are within 60 ˚ from the epicenter is shown in Fig.4 during 2-9
days before. During the preparation phase of the earthquake, local time when the satellite flew over around the
epicenter area is about 5-6 O’clock in the morning. This time period corresponds to the time when east ward
natural electric field is weak or almost zero [ Fejer et al., 1995]. The panel is arranged from the top for day of
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earthquake, and to the bottom for 6 days 9, 8, 6, 5, 3, and 2 days before the earthquake. 10 days before the EQ,
ionosphere is normal. The ionosphere starts to be modified from 9 days before the EQ. Two clefts of equatorial
ionization anomaly is recognized 9 days before at 26˚S and 10˚N, with a small minimum at the epicenter
latitude . This fact suggests that influence of earthquake is not so strong to change the general feature of EIA 9
days before. On the 8th before EQ (30 May 1982), in the satellite pass marked as 118.7˚ ( about 20 ˚ west of the
epicenter), one peak is identified over the epicenter. While for the satellite pass of 142.4˚(34 ˚ to the west),one
small peak appeared over the epicenter, and another larger peak at about 3˚N appears. The former peak might
be related to earthquake, while the latter one is related to EIA. 6 days before the EQ ( 1 Jun 1982), for a
satellite pass of 88˚W( about 8 ˚ east of the epicenter) , at around 25˚s, broad peak is identified . One more
small peak can be seen19S. The satellite pass of 111.8˚W (20 ˚ west of the epicenter) shows one peak around
25˚ N, and the second peak at about 6˚ S ( nearly 0 ˚in geomagnetic latitude). 5 days before ( 2 June 1982),
satellite pass of -84.5˚(12 ˚s east of the epicenter), the first peak is located over the epicenter, and the second
peak is at 6 ˚ in geographic latitude, which is almost geomagnetic equator. For the satellite pass of 108˚W (22
˚ west of the epicenter ), the first peak appears around at 23˚, while the second peak appears at around 20˚ S.
The former one might be related to the earthquake, while the latter is part of EIA. 4 days before (4 June 1982),
the satellite pass of 77.4˚ shows a broad peak with a small minimum at around the epicenter. The second peak
is identified around 25. 30˚ S. The former might be related to the earthquake, while the latter is related to the
EIA. 2 days before EQ, the satellite pass of 97.6˚W ( about 90.5 ˚ west of the epicenter) finds a peak over the
epicenter latitude. For the satellite pass of 74.4 ˚W, faint peak is over the epicenter marked by red arrow, and
small peak over the geomagnetic equator marked by black arrow.

Fig.4 O+ density along satellite orbits which is within +/- 60 ˚ from the epicenter
during 2-9 days before the earthquake. Colored numbers which are at the left side of each panel
correspond to the satellite orbit of the same color. Red arrow shows the peak of O+ density, possibly
related to earthquake. Black arrow shows EIA related peak.
3. Plasma drift observed by DE- 2
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We propose that ionosphere is modified by simply intensified dynamo electric field, and therefore we
present here two supporting satellite orbits.
Fig.5 shows the part of the satellite orbits, 6 days before (10 Oct. 1981) for the earthquake which occurred
on16 Oct.1981, -33.1˚N/-73.1˚E, Ms=7.5, D=33km. The location of the satellite at geographic equator
crossing was 8.6˚ S, and 94.8˚ W at 15:45 UT. Therefore the satellite was 21.7˚ west from the epicenter
longitude. Local time at geomagnetic equator crossing is 11:25 O’clock. Dashed vertical line with a star
is drawn at the epicenter latitude, while dashed vertical line with a cross symbol shows the geomagnetic
equator. In the upper panel, O+, M+, electron temperature Te, and O+ calculated from International
Reference Ionosphere are shown in the disturbed region. In the lower panel, 3 components of plasma drift
velocity are plotted together with satellite height. Although we are not sure of the reliability of absolute
value of the plasma drift, the deviation from back ground velocity might be used for our discussion. A
region between A and B or C and B is guessed as a region which is influenced by coming earthquake.
From the molecular ion density measurement it increase suddenly at A, and reduces at B. On the other
hand region C and B is the region where WE component is almost flat with respect to latitude. This is
one of the features of disturbed region as we discuss later.
One component of plasma drift which is vertical to geomagnetic field changes it direction to upward
from down ward at around 52˚ S. Two stepwise increase of upward drift occur at A and C. So far we do
not know whether we take a region between A and B, or we take the region C and B. We believe a
stepwise increase between A and B is earthquake origin. The width of the disturbed in latitude wise are is
about 30˚ if we take the region marked by A and B, 20 ˚ if we take the disturbed region a s marked by C
and B. The difference of the plasma drift between back ground plasma and that of disturbed are is about
5-10 m/sec. 2-4 mV / m. Although at the height of around 300 km, neutral wind still couples with ions,
and this drift velocity might not be purely due to electric field, the plasma drift velocity should still
provide some information on pure E field.

Fig. 5 6 days before the EQ 16 Oct.1981, -33.1˚N/-73.1˚E, Ms=7.5, D=33km. The location of the satellite
at geographic equator crossing was 8.6 S, and 94.8 W at 15:45 UT. The upper panel shows the O+
density (thick black line), density of molecular ions (most probably NO+, gray line), electron temperature
(dotted line) and O+ calculated from IRI , dashed blue line) Vertical scale at the left is for O+ density
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8x106 electron /cc). 100 should be multiplied to the molecular ions. Scale at the right is for electron
temperature. The lower panels shows east ward drift (eastward positive, dotted line), N/S component
(toward North positive, dashed line), and upward drift (upward positive, thick black line) together with
the satellite height. Dashed line with a star is marked as the epicenter latitude, while vertical dashed line
with a cross symbol shows the geomagnetic equator. Lower panel shows plasma drift of three components,
scaled at the left) . Thin black line is a satellite height, which is scaled at the right. Vertical drift to
geomagnetic line of force ( thick black line: positive number shows upward direction), N-S
component(dashed line, positive shows northward direction), and east-west component( dotted line,
positive number shows eastward)

Fig.6 The same as for Fig.5 but 5 days before EQ which occurred on June 6 1982 (Fig.2). Satellite
traversed geomagnetic equator (lat: 12.9 ˚ S, and 62 ˚ W) at 10:07UT, 1st June whose local time is about
6LT. The satellite was 36˚ east of the epicenter. A region marked A and B is considered to be a disturbed
area As lower panel shows, at least from about 13 ˚ north to 25 ˚ in north, the plasma drift is downward.
The width of drift reduced area is about 19˚ along latitude.
Fig.6 shows the same as of Fig.5 , but one satellite pass for 5 days before around the earthquake which
occurred on 7 June 1982, 16.6˚N, - 96.15˚E, Ms=7, D=33.8km. Satellite traversed geographic equator located
at Lat=12.9˚S, and long =62.5˚W at 10:07UT . Local time when the satellite crossed this longitude zone is
therefore about 6 LT. Relation between O+ density and Te is antiphase. This might suggests that at the height
of 300km , solar EUV already there.
The plasma drift is expected to be around zero according to Fejer and De Paula (1995) . At a region which is
marked by A and B, upward plasma drift reduces with respect to the adjacent upward drift, and even negative.
Suppose that plasma drift plotted here is accurate, antiphase variation of Te and Ne and reduced plasma drift in
the disturbed area might be explained by some E field reducing mechanism. While, if real plasma drift value is
negative than the positive(upward) which is measured, we can say that the west electric field is only enhanced
in the disturbed region.
7
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The difference of the vertical plasma drift between two earthquakes is; for the former, vertical drift increase,
while it reduces for the latter case compared with the back ground plasma drift. This makes us guess that
direction of E field for these two earthquakes are opposite in the disturbed region, which might depend on the
local time of observation around the epicenter region as we discuss in the next section.

4 Discussion, Possible mechanism of ionosphere disturbance
The mechanism(s) of generating the ionosphere disturbances is most probably an electric field. However,
generation mechanism of the electric field is not yet known.
Several mechanisms for the generation of the electric field and its effects on the ionosphere have been
proposed. One is the stress-activated positive (or negative) hole [Freund et al., 2006]. Freund et al. claims
that a large electric field is generated as a result of this mechanism. Several computer simulations were
conducted with this idea [Kuo et al., 2014]. On the other hand, there is an argument that a current flowing
into the ionosphere whose origin is in the ground might be too small to disturb the ionosphere [Pulinets
and Ouzounov, 2010]. Pulinets and Davidenko [2014] suggest that radon emanation produces cluster ions,
and then cloud formation occurs [Harrison et al., 2013], which finally produces latent heat. The cluster
ions/aerosol size particles cause an air conductivity change and a humidity drop at a height close to the
Earth’s surface.
The ideas stated above suggest a charge of single polarity in the ionosphere. On the other hand, satellite
data analysis suggests a different mechanism for the ionosphere disturbance. According to our analysis of
electron temperature , Te, obtained with a Japanese satellite HINOTORI [Oyama et al., 2008] and O+ with
US satellite (DE -2) [Oyama et al., 2011]; the ionosphere behavior seems to be the same both west and
east of the epicenter. The distribution of positive (negative) charges [Freund et al., 2006] suggests a
reduced (increased) electric field in the west and an enhanced (reduced) electric field in the east. This
might produce the asymmetry of the plasma behavior in the EW direction.
The variation of density of the atomic oxygen ion along the DE-2 satellite orbit which is shown in
Fig.2 suggests that the electric field should have the same direction in the entire disturbed area. This leads
us to propose a mechanism which is different from those proposed by Freund et al. [2006] and Pulinets
and Davidenko [2014]. We propose that the usual eastward electric field during day and westward electric
field at night in the ionosphere are simply enhanced. That is, during daytime , the eastward electric field
is enhanced, and during night time westward E field is enhanced around the epicenter . It is noted,
however that at this stage, we do not know how the day/night dynamo electric filed is enhanced as we
mention later.
Fig.7 illustrates schematically our idea of the enhancement of E field along E - W direction (Ex) in the
disturbed region, Ex, both during daytime and night time respectively. We take EQ 16 Oct.1981, 33.1˚N/-73.1˚E, Ms=7.5, D=33km. Both at the northern and southern edge of the disturbed area, direction
of magnetic line of force is upward. Upper panel of Fig. 7 shows the direction of plasma drift during
daytime and nigh time. During daytime plasma in the F region is lifted to higher altitude, and starts filling
magnetic flux tube. During night time plasma is pushed down from higher to the lower altitude by
westward electric field.
Suppose the potential which is generated by dynamo action between at both terminator edge of the
globe is divided by Pedersen conductivity, the electric field distribution along EW direction can be
expressed in the lower panel of Fig.7 . In the lower panel, potential distributions for day and night are
presented. During daytime, the potential is higher at the west of the globe with respect to the east edge of
the globe. During night time the potential distribution reverses. The potential distribution which is shown
in Fig.7 is one of two kinds of distribution. In Fig.8 two potential distributions are presented in the upper
panel.
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Fig.7 Schematic presentation on the direction of dynamo field (upper panel). Yellow and blue arrow s
show the upward and downward plasma drift during daytime and night time respectively.
Lower panel shows one possible potential and E field distribution along the longitude. Left panel and
right panel shows night time and daytime situation . Dashed black lines present potential and electric
field when ionosphere is not influenced by earthquake both for day time and night time. Red lines
shows potential distribution and electric field distribution reformed as a result of disturbance . More
detail explanation is in the text.
First one is that enhanced potential drop in the disturbed area influences on other area as well whose
potential distribution is presented by blue line. In this case enhanced potential drop in the disturbed area is
higher/lower than the original distribution at west/east of non-disturbed area respectively. The disturbed
area is marked by yellow box. The second distribution is that enhanced potential difference is limited to a
disturbed area as shown by red line. No potential disturbance extends outside the disturbed area.
Numbers 1, 2a, 2b,3, 4a, 4b, and 5 above the potential distribution are placed for the convenience of
further discussion. 1 and 5 is for outside of disturbed region. 2a and 4b are the inflexion points of the
potential distribution of later case. 2b and 4b are the place of the maximum and minimum potential
respectively. The regions 2a/2b and 4a/4b are transition from the non-disturbed to disturbed region. The
second panel shows the Electric field distribution along EW direction. Electric field of former case is
shown by blue line, and latter case by red line. It is noted that for the former distribution, electric field is
reduced outside disturbed area 8region 1 and 5). While for the latter case there is a region where electric
field is lower than the ambient region at the both edges of the disturbed region (2a and 4b). The third
panel shows roughly charge accumulation which is obtained by simply differentiation of the E field. For
both electric field distributions shown in the second panel, plus charges and negative charge are generated
at the east edge and west edge of the disturbed are. It might be noted here that these charges make the
hole current flow in the dynamo region, and then changes the flow pattern of Sq current . This story
suggests that Sq current system might be modified as a result of two Hall current system superposed to
the original dynamo current system.
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Fig.8 Schematic illustration of the potential and electric field around the disturbed area (yellow box)
along west -east direction during daytime.The original potential and electric filed distributions are drawn
by a dashed black line in the upper panels, and by black dashed line in the middle panel respectively.
Based on Fig.8, we discuss the result observed with DE-2. The DE-2 satellite was a high inclination
satellite, which cross the disturbed area along North-South direction. Accordingly we present Ex along
NS direction in Fig.9. The case in which potential is concentrated to disturbed are (the latter case) is
described. At the places 1 and 5, the electric field is the same as that of other non-disturbed area. At
around s 2a and 4b, the electric field is lower than the ambient. Depending on the degree of disturbed are,
the electric field might even westward (which is the case shown in Fig.8). At point 2b and 4a, E electric
field in the disturbed area is the same as that of non -disturbed area. Area between 2b and 4a is a region,
where E field is eastward.
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Fig.9 Ex distribution along North-South direction during daytime when eastward dynamo electric field
is available. The distribution of the E field is for the case in which potential disturbance is concentrated to
earthquake disturbing area. Number 1-5 correspond to the numbers in Fig. 8. Direction of the west/east
ward electric field is negative/positive for the left /right direction respectively. It is noted that there might
be regions where electric field is westward direction (2a, 4b) whole electric filed is eastward direction.

Fig.10 Potential (upper panel) and E field (Ey, lower panel) distribution along North-South
direction. Yellow box is supposed to be disturbed area. The potential distribution is referred to the upper
panel of Fig.8. Numbers 1-5 correspond to the locations marked in the upper panel of Fig.8. Outside the
disturbed area, and over the epicenter (1, 3, 5), the potential is the same as those of non-disturbed area.
Potential toward the right (left) direction is positive (negative) with respect to the non -disturbed region.
By simply differentiating potential along NS direction, E field along NS direction ,Ey, is schematically
11
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shown in the lower panel.. From the potential distributions of at 2a and 2b , at the southern edge of
disturbed zone the electric field is directed from disturbed area to non-disturbed area (southward
direction). While at the northern edge, the electric field points from disturbed area to non-disturbed
area( Northward direction)..
Potential and E field (Ey) distribution along N-S direction is schematically shown in Fig 10 for daytime.
To draw this picture, potential distribution along EW direction which is shown in the upper panel of Fig.8
is used. Potential at non disturbed area of both west and east of the epicenter (1, and5) during earthquake
preparation period is the same as that of the no -disturbed day. West of the epicenter, a region between 2a
and 3 the potential is higher than the ambient. While at the east of the epicenter the potential in the
disturbed area is lower than the ambient. Similar to the electric field along longitude, Ex, electric field
along North-South direction, Ey, is obtained by simply differentiating the potential distribution along NS
direction. If we assume that potential is the same in the whole disturbed area along NS direction, the
electric field in the disturbed area is zero as shown in the lower panels of Fig.10. At the southern edge of
the disturbed area at the west side of the epicenter, a positive charge appears, and electric field points
toward south. Because of the southward direction of the E field, plasma drift toward west ward, while at
the northern edge of the disturbed area, plasma drift points eastward. At the east edge of the disturbed
area, the situation reverses. That is, the disturbed area is negative with respect to non-disturbed area.
Accordingly the electric field at the southern edge point northward, while at the northern edge, electric
field points southward.
When we compare Figure 5 with Fig.8, EW component, Ex in Fig. 8 well express the observed Electric
field. That is, in the disturbed area, eastward Ex Field is enhanced. In Fig.5, in the region A-B, EW
plasma drift which is caused by Ey shows almost zero. This behavior is consistent which is shown in the
lower panels of Fig.10.
During night when electric field which points westward enhances as is the case shown in Fig.7. In
summary behavior of plasma drift upward down ward plasma drift shown in Fig.5 and 6 can be explained
by our idea.
5. Supporting evidences of AGW working
We mentioned that dynamo field is enhanced either due to reduced Pedersen conductivity around the
height of 100KM or by change of wind system. Both will appear as results of the nonlinear/linear
interaction of internal gravity wave and planetary scale wave.
The idea seems to be partly supported by Thermosphere Ionosphere Mesosphere
Electrodynamics/Broad Band Emission Radiometry (TIMED/SABER) data. For the Pingtung and
Wenchuan EQs, which occurred on May 8, 2008 (Depth = 19 km, Mw = 7.9) and on December 26, 2006
(Depth = 44 km, M = 7.0), respectively, NmF2 increases on the same day that the amplitude of the
atmospheric temperature (Tn) variation of the 20–30 km wavelength range in vertical scale increases
around the height of 100 km [Sun et al, 2011]. Fluctuations of VLF waves received as signals of
transmitted radio waves have also been reported [Rozhnoi et al., 2007]. Muto et al. [2009] suggested the
role of atmospheric gravity waves in the seismo-ionosphere perturbations as detected by sub-ionospheric
VLF/LF propagation. These reports seem to suggest that atmospheric gravity waves (AGWs) propagated
from near the Earth’s surface break around the dynamo region. As a result, the breaking of these AGWs
might produce the locally enhanced eastward electric field during day and the westward electric field
during night. The role of AGWs has been discussed by Klimenko et al. [2011], who attributed the NmF2
increase to a change in the neutral composition. Very recently, the ionospheric response to infrasonic
acoustic waves generated by natural hazard events has been reported [Zettergren and Snively, 2015].
Their computer simulations seem to support the idea that no clear disturbance appears directly above the
epicenter. We expect that further study especially, computer simulation [Jin et al., 2012] should be
12
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conducted on the role of gravity waves in the dynamo region. However, note that ionosphere disturbances
may be caused by more than one mechanism.
5. Further tasks and need for a satellite constellation
We need to conduct further task. First of all we need to continue satellite data analysis. Data which can be
used are Ne from CHAMP, and SWARM. There are other satellite such as DMSP and Formosat 1, which
can provide us plasma drift and O+ density. As these two satellites are circular orbit, we can take a royal
road for data analysis, that is, first construct a model, and then find the deviation from the model as we
have done by suing HINOTORI satellite data [Obama et al, 2008].
Secondly in order to identify the role of internal gravity wave, computer simulation on the effect of
internal gravity wave need to be conducted. Klimenko et al [2011] assumed 10m/sec m and 600sec. of
the amplitude, and period of internal gravity wave (IGW) at the height of 80 km. Their result shows clear
ionosphere disturbance caused by IGW . Therefore next step for the computer simulation is to calculate
the amplitude of IGW on the ground surface which is amplified to 10 m/sec at the height of 80 km. The
computer simulation therefore should deal whole altitude from the ground surface, nonlinear interaction
of the internal gravity wave and planetary scale wave.
Thirdly to identify global features of EQ precursors, satellite constellation mission is essential [Oyama et
al., 2010]. Number of large EQ (M > 7) which occurs locally is small, which makes it difficult to identify
common features. On the average one strong EQ (M > 7) occurs in Japan per year. Globally, about 10
strong EQs (M > 7) occur per year.
Further to identify the generation mechanism of E field, information of plasma density and electric field
in a wide area such as 80˚ in longitude, and 40 ˚ in latitude is needed as we have shown in this manuscript.
Ground-based observations, which are limited to a small geographic region such as Japan, are insufficient
for a detailed assessment of the geographic extension of the affected area.
We need at least 6 satellites at nearly the same orbit altitude. Each satellite might be sun synchronous in
order to observe the same location every two hours. Plasma probe which provide accurate and stable
data [Oyama et al., 2015] should be accommodated. The accuracy of ionosonde and TEC data is
insufficient to identify the epicenter, while satellite instruments can measure even small changes in
plasma density.
6. Concluding remarks
To accelerate the study of ionosphere EQ precursors and confirm their applicability for predicting future
EQs, a micro satellite constellation mission is essential. For the realization of such a mission, we need to
identify definite persuasive signature from large EQs, which will make it possible to form a working
group for the satellite mission.
While we prepare for such a near future satellite mission, further analysis of the existing data acquired
from available satellites such as DMSP, CHAMP, FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC, and FORMOSAT-1
(ROCSAT-1) should be continued. We stress here that international collaboration can accelerate the
process to get global morphology of ionosphere disturbance, as well as understand its physical
mechanism.
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